In this work we investigate both experimentally and theoretically the optical properties of aligned, perpendicular to the substrate, high aspect ratio (AR), plasma etched Si nanowires (SiNWs) with controlled variability. We focus on the role of imperfections in fabrication, which manifest themselves as dimensional variability of SiNW, lattice defects or positional randomization. SiNW arrays are fabricated by e-beam lithography (perfectly ordered array) or colloidal particle self-assembly (quasi-ordered array) followed by cryogenic Si plasma etching, which offers fast etch rate (up to 3 μm min −1 ) combined with clean, smooth, and controllable sidewall profile, but induces some dimensional variability on the diameters of the SiNWs. Sub-200 nm diameter SiNWs having AR as high as 37:1 are demonstrated. The total reflectance of SiNWs is below 2% in a wide range of the optical spectrum. We experimentally demonstrate improved light absorption when moving from a perfectly ordered (after e-beam lithography) to a defective and quasi-ordered (after colloidal self-assembly) SiNW array. In addition our measured reflectivity (for both ordered and quasi-ordered SiNWs) is much lower compared to the one predicted theoretically for a perfect SiNWs array, using full-electrodynamic calculations with the layer-multiple-scattering method. To explain such low reflectivity, we model the influence of disorder using the average T-matrix approximation and show that even small dimensional variability (10-20%) leads to dramatic reduction of the reflectance (matching the experimental results) and increased light trapping inside the SiNW justifying their possible application in photovoltaic devices.
Introduction
Silicon micro-and nanowire (SiNW) arrays with controlled sizes and period are promising for high performance nanodevices such as energy conversion devices, photodiodes, chemical and biological sensors, lithium batteries and field effect transistors, due to their unique structural, electrical and optical properties [1, 2] . In particular, SiNWs can offer several advantages for photovoltaic applications as silicon is an abundant, stable and non-toxic material with an almost ideal energy bandgap and compatible with modern microelectronics industry. The use of SiNWs in solar cell devices has been recently reviewed by several groups [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The two basic approaches for the fabrication of SiNWs include the bottom-up and the top-down approach [8] . Bottom up methods include the vapor-liquid-solid growth (VLS method) [9] , which makes use of metal (Au,Cu) as catalyst and gaseous Si precursor (SiH 4 ) [10, 11] . Several works on solar cells based on SiNW growth have been demonstrated [12] [13] [14] [15] . The main drawback of the VLS method is the metallic contamination [16] that can lead to minority-carrier lifetime and diffusion length degradation. The top-down approach is based on pattern definition followed by etching for pattern transfer. For the pattern definition, top-down lithographic methods (such as optical, interference, e-beam, nanoimprint lithography etc) or bottom-up self assembly methods, such as colloidal particle self-assembly (colloidal or nanosphere lithography) [17] can be used. Then, pattern transfer to silicon is performed by either wet etching, such as the newly developed metal-catalyzed electroless etching [3, 18, 19] , or dry plasma etching processes.
Plasma etching is a standard Si nanofabrication process that can be used to fabricate highly uniform, well-defined perpendicular to the substrate SiNWs. In particular, plasma etching may be valuable for making SiNWs on cheaper Si films deposited on glass or other substrate in order to reduce the cost [20] . Several plasma chemistries can be used to etch silicon. The cryogenic process (employing a gas mixture of SF 6 and O 2 at temperatures usually below −100°C) and the room temperature time-multiplexed alternating processes, such as the Bosch process, are commonly used when deep reactive ion etching is required [21] . Especially, for SiNW and nanopillar fabrication both approaches with some variations have been demonstrated [22] [23] [24] [25] . When deep etching is not needed, mixed fluorocarbon processes, chlorine or bromine based processes can also be used [26] . Details about the cryogenic silicon plasma etching process can be found in [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] .
As mentioned before, there is an increasing interest for the use of SiNWs in photovoltaic applications. The surface reflection is one of the most significant factors for optical loss in Si solar cells. Perpendicular to the substrate periodic SiNW arrays exhibit low reflection and strong optical absorption [32] [33] [34] , which can be useful in a photovoltaic device. The optical properties of periodic SiNWs have been calculated theoretically, and their absorption enhancement has been recognized [35, 36] . SiNW arrays have lower reflectance than Si thin films of the same thickness [35] . For example, tapered SiNW, or nanotips with diameter variation along their height enhance antireflectivity [37, 38] . Moreover, simulation studies have been performed by Lin et al [39] and Li et al [40] to give guidelines for the optimum nanowire design characteristics for the best optical absorbance. Theoretically, it has been reported that structural disorder and randomness can result to optical absorption enhancement, which is attributed to the stronger optical scattering in a random structure [39, [41] [42] [43] . More specifically, position randomness [39] but more importantly wire diameter and length deviations [41] have been predicted to significantly increase broadband absorbance in freestanding SiNW.
In previous works we studied the mechanical and antiwetting properties of plasma etched SiNWs (room temperature nanoBosch process) [25] and their application as templates for bioinspired three-dimensional ZnO/Si nanoarchitectures [44] . Here we present a systematic experimental and theoretical study of SiNW optical properties, focusing on the role of their positional randomization and especially their dimensional variability. We report a top-down approach for the fabrication of aligned and perpendicular to the substrate high aspect ratio (AR) SiNWs by cryogenic Si plasma etching (section 3.1). The optical properties of SiNWs of different diameter, height, periodicity and order are evaluated by measuring the total, specular and diffuse reflectance. We compare (for the first time to our knowledge) the optical response of ordered and quasi-ordered SiNW arrays fabricated by e-beam lithography and the cost-effective colloidal lithography respectively (section 3.2). In addition, we perform full-electrodynamic calculations using the layer-multiplescattering (LMS) method to analyze the optical response of the SiNWs, and we employ the average T-matrix approximation (ATA) to study the dimensional variability effects on the SiNW optical properties. We will demonstrate that the experimental results of reflectance can be matched to our theoretical calculations only when variability in the nanowire diameter is taken into account. We theoretically predict that dimensional variability as low as 10-20% (realistically present in various etching processes) is enough to reduce reflectance to levels well below 20% even for a perfectly periodic array (section 3.3). We conclude that small imperfections in lithography and mainly plasma etching result in dimensional variability, which is enough to reduce reflectance and increase light absorbance of SiNWs.
Experimental details

SiNW fabrication
The substrates used were n-type (100) Si wafers with resistivity ranging from 1 to 5 Ω cm. Colloidal particle selfassembly was performed by spin coating a monolayer of closely-packed polystyrene (PS) spheres on the silicon substrate. The process of colloidal lithography is described in detail by Ellinas et al [24] . Two different particle sizes were used: 1000 nm diameter PS spheres (purchased from Microparticles GmbH, catalog number PS-R-L1343, 10%w/v aqueous suspensions, ⩽3% CV) and 520 nm diameter PS spheres (purchased from Distrilab, catalog number 5052A, 10%w/w aqueous suspensions, ⩽3% CV). After the coating, an isotropic O 2 plasma etching step was performed to shrink the PS spheres to the desirable diameter. The plasma conditions were: helicon high density plasma tool (MET system, Adixen working in inductive mode) with source power 1900 W, pressure 1.33 Pa, 100 sccm O 2 flow at temperature 15°C, no bias power. In addition, e-beam lithography (Vistec EBPG5000plusES) was employed to pattern dot arrays arranged in a square or hexagonal lattice using a hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) negative tone resist.
After pattern definition, SiNWs were fabricated by cryogenic silicon plasma etching using a SF 6 /O 2 gas mixture at cryogenic temperature. Depending on the pattern used, the samples were etched in the same plasma reactor (as above) at −105°C, source power of 1000-1200 W and bias generator power 35 W (this corresponds to −55 V bias voltage). The gas flows were 200 sccm SF 6 and 40-60 sccm O 2 at a pressure of 1.33 Pa. Temperature was controlled by helium backside cooling of a carrier Si wafer covered with a thick (>50 μm) SU-8 film on which samples were glued with thermal paste. PS spheres were removed after etching in a toluene bath followed by acetone ultrasonic bath and propanol bath. The SiNW morphology characterization was performed by scanning electron microscopy measurements on a JSM 7401F instrument from Jeol. SEM image analysis have been performed using the homemade software CERDEMO [45] , which uses top-down images for the evaluation and characterization of contact edge roughness .
Reflectance characterization
The reflectance (total, specular and diffuse) of the SiNWs was measured using a ThetaMetrisis FR-Reflection kit which includes an Ocean Optics ISP-50-GT Integrating Sphere coupled to an Ocean Optics QE65000-ABS UV-NIR Spectrometer. A combination of a deuterium and a tungsten lamp was used as light source covering the spectra range from 200 to 1000 nm. The light excitation in the integrating sphere is angled at 8°. The integrating sphere is also equipped with a trap that fits into a hole angled at −8°and is coated with either a black absorbing material or with the same material as the sphere that allows one to disintegrate the specular and the diffuse part of the total reflectance. A high-reflectivity specular reflectance standard (STAN-SSH-NIST) from Ocean Optics calibrated to a NIST master was used as a reference.
Computational method
The theoretical study of the optical response of assemblies of SiNWs is performed through full-electrodynamic calculations using the LMS method, which has been presented in detail elsewhere [46] [47] [48] . In brief, the method can deal with structures consisting of successive, possibly different, layers of scatterers arranged with the same 2D periodicity. At a first step, in-plane multiple scattering is evaluated in a sphericalwave basis using proper propagator functions. Subsequently, interlayer scattering is calculated in a plane-wave basis through appropriate reflection and transmission matrices. The scattering S matrix of a multilayer slab, which transforms the incident into the outgoing wave field, is obtained by combining the reflection and transmission matrices of the individual component layers, allowing the description of composite structures, which are used in an actual experiment, and include e.g. an array of scatterers standing on a supporting substrate forming a fully absorbing surface [49] . In order to ensure convergence in our calculations for the structures of SiNWs on a Si substrate we truncate the spherical-wave expansion at = ℓ 16 max and take into account 109 2D reciprocal lattice vectors in the relevant plane wave expansion. The single-particle scattering T-matrix is evaluated with = ℓ 20 cut . The multiple scattering method is essentially a technique to solve the Maxwell differential equations and works very efficiently in cases where we consider periodic arrays of structures embedded in a homogeneous medium, similar to the SiNWs we consider in this work. The method is based in the division of space in closed regions (scatterers) and the solution is found in two steps. First we solve the problem of a single scatterer which for the problem at hand is obviously a SiNW in free space. For a collection of cylinders, waves scattered out from one cylinder will be scattered again from another etc. All these multiple scattering events can be summed up, in a second step, elegantly and efficiently in case of periodic structures. This separation of the multiple scattering problem allows for a systematic treatment of substitutional disorder in arrays of periodic scatterers within the ATA, which has been originally introduced for the study of the electron properties of disordered metals and surfaces [50, 51] , appropriately adapted for the calculation of optical properties of random 2D and 3D arrays of scatterers [52, 53] .
A full solution of the electric field scattered by a single Si cylinder can be directly obtained through the scattering Tmatrix which is analytical in case of spherical scatterers, and can be numerically obtained in case of cylinders [46] in a spherical wave expansion. Assuming an electric field
e[ ( ) exp( i )] can be written in a spherical wave expansion around a scattering center: can be connected to the coefficients of an incoming incident wave a E H L , ; 0 through the scattering T-matrix for the individual scatterer i:
In a lattice of cylinders the scattering of each cylinder depends on the exact geometrical arrangement of the cylinders around it. This is correctly accounted for within multiple scattering theory, since all phase information between scattering events is taken into account. For a periodic array of cylinders with a random distribution of sizes we could neglect scattering between different cylinders, and try to find an approximate description, assuming a periodic structure with 'average scatterers,' ignoring the phase information between scattering events (random phase approximation). Therefore, for a random distribution of N types of cylinders with different geometrical characteristics the average T-matrix is given by:
N N N where C N is the fraction of the different cylinder types, while ∑ = C 1.
N
The method is simple to implement within the layer multiple scattering theory and could be systematically improved by more sophisticated but complex coherent potential approximations [51] . The ATA approximation is more appropriate for systems with a relatively small randomness.
Results and discussion
Fabrication of SiNWs
The main tool for the top-down fabrication of the SiNWs is the cryogenic silicon etching process. In previous works, we demonstrated the use of cryogenic process after e-beam lithography [44] and after colloidal lithography for the fabrication of SiNWs with ARs up to 18:1 [24] . Here, we further optimize the cryogenic process in order to achieve even higher ARs, offering fast etch rates and higher selectivity over the mask material. The role of each plasma parameter (such as O 2 gas flow or bias voltage) on the SiO x F y sidewall passivation layer and the quality of etching has been nicely presented by de Boer et al [28] . Figure 1 shows silicon etch rate versus O 2 gas flow or O 2 percentage in the SF 6 /O 2 gas mixture, and the corresponding SEM images (samples patterned by colloidal lithography). Increasing O 2 percentage from 13% to 26% decreases etch rate from 3.8 to 1 μm min −1 , eliminates undercut, and results in positively sloped silicon pillars due to overpassivation. At 20% (or 50 sccm O 2 flow), an increase in the bias generator power (bias voltage increase from 30 to 55 V) gives the desired vertical sidewall profile. Due to the increase of the ion energy, the sidewall profile turns from positively sloped to fully vertical with almost zero undercut. Note that at the bottom of the pillars a pyramid-shaped base is present. This is due to crystal orientation dependent etching (CODE) [31] . As reported in other works [54, 55] , (111) planes appear at the bottom because the etch rate of Si (100) is larger than that of Si(111). The effect of this conical base in the optical properties will be analyzed and discussed in more detail in the following section. The passivation layer formed during the cryogenic etching is volatile at room temperature and as a result the sidewalls of the fabricated SiNWs and pillars are clean, and smooth with very low surface roughness, while the profile can be fully controlled. We managed to have fast etch rates (2.5-3 μm min −1 depending on the mask pattern used) and high etch selectivity over different etching mask materials. In particular, the measured selectivity for our cryogenic process are 85:1 for the AZ photoresist, 45:1 for the PMMA, 140:1 for the PS and over 300:1 for the SiO 2 . As a consequence there is no need of using hard metal mask to fabricate high AR nanostructures. In figure 2 , periodic perpendicular to the substrate high AR SiNWs fabricated by the cryogenic process are demonstrated. ) show SiNWs patterned by PS colloidal particle self-assembly with diameter ∼180 nm and AR of 26:1 and 37:1, respectively. They are arranged in a hexagonal lattice with a period of 1 μm, as a result of the colloidal sphere pattern.
Optical characterization of SiNW
Reducing reflectance is an essential element in photon management for possible application such as energy harvesting devices and photovoltaics. This is usually done by inserting an intermediate 'effective' refractive index (n eff ) to avoid the abrupt transition at the Si/air interface, typically a thin antireflection coating. Several antireflection schemes have been reported [56] . Nanostructured surfaces with SiNWs with a periodicity similar to the wavelength of the incident light can also act as homogeneous medium with an intermediate effective refractive index that depends on NW period, diameter, length, and filling fraction [57] . As a result, the use of SiNWs can reduce the reflectance at the Si/air interface, enhance the light trapping and improve the collection and absorption of incident photons. In figure 2 (d) the total reflectance of high AR SiNW arrays of different diameter and height (as shown in figures 2(b) and (c)) is presented in comparison with the total reflectance of a polished silicon wafer surface. A significant reduction of the reflectance compared to the polished silicon surface is observed. For the same diameter and period of the hexagonal lattice, nanowires with higher AR show lower reflectance. The total reflectance is reduced below 2% in a wide range of the optical spectra for the higher AR SiNWs. In addition, the specular reflectance is reduced below 1%. As a consequence, these nanostructured samples look black in the naked eye, as seen in the inset of figure 2 
(d).
The process of colloidal lithography as a self-assembly method imports defects in the hexagonal lattice in which the coated spheres are arranged, which are transferred as order defects of the SiNW arrays. These defects can be dislocations of the lattice or vacancies where a particle may be missing. Moreover, defects such as a deviation in the final colloidal sphere diameter and a roughness around every sphere are produced in the isotropic oxygen plasma step. To make a direct comparison of the role of these lattice defects and disorder in the reflectance, e-beam lithography was employed to pattern a large area of 1 cm 2 of fully ordered SiNW array without any defect. Figures 3(a) and (b) show top-down SEM images of hexagonally ordered dot mask pattern after e-beam lithography (an HSQ resist was used) and colloidal PS particle self-assembly, respectively. The two patterns have the same period of 520 nm and the same mean diameter of approximately 240 nm. To ensure that the two patterns are of the same diameter SEM image analysis was performed to find the diameter and its variation using the CERDEMO software developed and available from our group [45] . Results are shown in table 1, and reveal a large deviation (19.4% with respect to the mean diameter, or 3σ = 45.6 nm) for the colloidal lithography spheres, and a small deviation (2.1%, or 3σ = 4.8 nm) for the e-beam resist dots. The dots of the pattern from the e-beam lithography have a mean diameter of 233.3 nm while the mean diameter the colloidal particles after the isotropic etching was calculated at 235.6 nm.
Using these two patterns as etching mask, cryogenic etching was employed to fabricate arrays of fully ordered SiNWs in the case of e-beam lithography ( figure 3(c) ) and quasi-ordered SiNWs in the case of colloidal lithography ( figure 3(d) ). The samples were etched simultaneously to ensure that the SiNWs are of the same height (=2.1 μm) and sidewall profile in both cases. As seen in figure 3(c) , in the case of e-beam lithography the periodicity and alignment of the SiNWs in the hexagonal lattice is perfect. On the contrary, in figure 3(d) some dislocations and 'cracks' appear in the lattice, a result of the way the colloidal spheres are spin coated. In the embedded cross-section SEM image we see that there is a thinning at the top side of the SiNWs. Image analysis of top-down SEM images after etching is also shown in table 1. Again, dimensional variability is observed for both samples showing deviation of (18.3%, 3σ = 33 nm) for the colloidal lithography patterned SiNWs (reduced after etching) and 7.1% (3σ = 13.2 nm) for the e-beam. Notice that the plasma etching process has significantly increased the variability of the e-beam patterned SiNWs, while it has slightly reduced the variability of the colloidal lithography patterned samples. The mean top diameter of the NWs is 180.0 nm for those patterned by colloidal lithography, and 185.6 nm for those patterned by e-beam lithography. The diameter of the main body of the NWs is approximately 200 nm. Notice also, that at the bottom of every NW the pyramid-like base due to the CODE effect of cryogenic etching appears. The effect that these two morphologies at the top and bottom of the NWs have in the reflectance will be discussed in detail in the following theoretical section.
In figure 4 a comparison of (a) the total reflectance, and (b) the specular reflectance of the ordered and the quasiordered SiNW arrays of the same mean diameter, height and period as measured in a integrating sphere is demonstrated. We observe that the SiNWs patterned by the colloidal lithography show lower total and specular reflectance in a wide area of the optical spectra except from the range between 500 and 600 nm. Some reflectance peaks appear at the wavelengths 487, 634, 705, 814 and 854 nm in both cases, but with significantly lower intensity for the quasi-ordered SiNWs. There is little difference between total and specular reflectance (figures 4(a) and (b), respectively) above 520 nm (which is the lattice constant of the array); peaks in this region should be attributed to Mie-type modes of the isolated SiNW (see section 3.3). However, total reflectance is higher than the specular below 520 nm, due to significant contribution of higher diffraction orders. Taking into account that the NW profiles are identical we can experimentally conclude that lattice defects, diameter variability, and positional randomization enhance antireflectivity.
Theoretical study of optical properties
We have also performed full-electrodynamic calculations using the extended LMS method. We start our analysis from a freestanding periodic array of SiNWs with the geometry suggested by the fabricated structures i.e. diameter d = 200 nm and height h = 2000 nm arranged in a hexagonal lattice with lattice constant a = 520 nm, which is schematically shown in figure 5(a) . In all calculations we have considered the Si optical constants [58] . The corresponding calculated reflectance spectrum under normal light incidence is shown with green-solid line in figure 5(e) . The spectrum can be roughly divided in two regions. For wavelengths below 650 nm, reflectance of the freestanding SiNWs is rather small and the structure is highly transparent. For longer wavelengths, the simulations predict resonances centered around 700 and 840 nm, which can be attributed to Mie-type modes of the isolated SiNW. According to our calculations, these resonances have little dispersion with the light angle of incidence, and are similar to those generating vivid colors in sparse arrays of SiNWs [59] . Additionally, for wavelengths around 750 nm, sharp dips in the reflectance indicate the existence of guided resonances confined inside the structure [60] [61] [62] [63] , Figure 4 . Comparison of (a) the total reflectance and (b) the specular reflectance of fully ordered SiNWs patterned by e-beam lithography and quasi-ordered SiNWs patterned by colloidal particle self-assembly. Table 1 . Mean diameter and standard deviation as calculated by SEM image analysis of the samples shown in figure 3 . SEM image analysis was performed using the CERDEMO software developed and available from our group [45] . The corresponding top-down images were used for the analysis.
which can be attributed to collective guided modes of the array that actually behaves as a photonic crystal slab. Such states leak-out and become quasi-bound due to the periodicity of the structure [64, 65] . Increasing the diameter of the NWs alone leads to a red-shift of the characteristic Mie-type reflectance resonances ∼700 and ∼840 nm and the guided resonances (not shown here), which is very similar to previous reports [66] [67] [68] . Moreover, our calculations confirm that the main features of the spectrum are not very sensitive to small changes of the height of the nanowires. For a given nanowire diameter, small variations in the lattice constant or different periodicity (i.e. square lattice), cause only small spectral shifts and do not modify the optical response of the array significantly. Adding a semi-infinite Si substrate ( figure 5(b) ) does not influence the two main Mie-type resonances, as seen in the red-dashed line of figure 5(e) . However, we observe a stronger influence of the substrate for wavelengths below 650 nm, since the modes in this spectral region localize the electric field in the area between the nanowires and the substrate [40] . The electric field intensity inside the nanowires of figure 5(b) is shown in figure 5(i)-(ii) . The mode around 700 nm has strong electric field intensity mainly in the upper side of the nanowire, which is expected for scattering resonances since the field does not penetrate deep in the structure. On the contrary, the mode around 750 nm shows strong field intensities in the whole nanowire length since it is connected to a guided resonance of the photonic crystal slab that confines light inside the nanowires. Almost all features in the field profiles are present in both structures with and without the substrate.
As discussed previously, the fabricated nanowires have a tapered-like base due to CODE of the cryogenic process and also a thinner top due to etching defects. To account for those features in the theoretical approach, first we introduce a modified nanowire base, by adding a cylinder with larger diameter (d B = 280 nm, height h B = 200 nm), keeping the total height of the SiNW to h = 2000 nm, as is schematically depicted in figure 5(c) . Interestingly, above 650 nm the corresponding reflectance spectrum in figure 5(f) does not differ much from the one with uniform nanowire structure. A nonideal base influences mainly the modes induced by the Sisubstrate. Next, we add a thinner top in each SiNW using a cylinder with diameter d T = 180 nm and height h T = 200 nm as depicted in figure 5(d) . In the reflectance spectrum (bluedashed-dotted line in figure 5(f) ) new resonances appear around 650-700 nm that result in a broadened strongly reflecting band [69] . Considering the field intensities in figure 5 (iii)-(iv), we see that the tapered top causes a deeper penetration of the electric field in the Mie-type modes (iii) compared to the untapered SiNW, but without reducing reflectance. The (iv) field intensity which corresponds to a guided resonance of the photonic membrane confines light inside the SiNWs, which is only slightly affected by the tapered base and top. Similar studies of SiNW have been analyzed using an effective refractive index layer between air and Si to account for the suppression of reflectivity [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] .
There is a significant difference in absolute reflectance values when comparing the theoretically predicted spectra (figure 5) with the experimental results of the fabricated samples (figure 3) which show strong broadband absorption. For example, on the Mie-type resonance at 700 nm, R predicted = 85% while R measured = 10%. To investigate this, we consider the influence of different kinds of disorder of the fabricated structures on the optical properties. Interestingly, the spectra of the periodically ordered structures obtained with e-beam show already strongly reduced reflectance compared to our theoretical predictions, which is further reduced by the lattice disorder induced by the colloidal lithography. Consequently the origin of the strong absorption of the fabricated SiNW arrays cannot be accounted by the deviation from the periodic arrangement alone. The variation in the diameter of the nanowires, their pyramid-like base, as well as the small tapering of the wire top caused by the etching, should also be considered.
There are few approaches to deal with disorder and variability in the literature. For example an effective index approach was used to account for it in [69] , while also averaged spectra of different random arrays to account for random positions, diameters and lengths was also employed. Our theoretical approach goes one step forward in the description of variability by applying the ATA, which treats the averaging in a random phase approximation and neglects intersite correlations between different SiNW. To estimate the effect of variability (dispersion) in the SiNW diameters we assume a random distribution of three types of cylinders with equal occupation probability with a 10% deviation from the nominal average diameter d = 200 nm of the SiNW. This will allow for a simple quantitative estimate of the effect of variability and disorder on the optical properties. We use a similar procedure by averaging over three types of base and top cylinders assuming a 10% variation in d B , and d T . The average T-matrix is given by:
where by T D we denote the T-matrix of the cylinder with diameter
In figure 6 (a) we compare three configurations calculated using the ATA method, with the response of the reference system of figure 5(d). Considering variability in the base only, has little influence on the spectra (green-dashed line in figure 6(a) ). The tapered base mainly affects the interface states (between the SiNW array and the substrate) and in order to significantly alter the reflectivity of the whole spectrum one should assume rather stronger variability in the base of the SiNW. The variation of the SiNW diameter d, seems to have a stronger influence and produces the spectrum shown in figure 6 (b) with bluedashed-dotted line. The dominant resonance at 700 nm loses intensity and becomes broader and slightly blue-shifted. A similar intensity reduction is seen for the resonance around 800 nm. Similar ATA results obtained by varying the top diameter by 10% are shown with red-dotted line in figure 6 (b). In this case variability introduces a significant reduction in the reflectivity, since tapering the nanowires reduces the optical impedance mismatch between air and Si.
In figure 7 we show the combined effect of of variability using a random collection of cylinders of different diameters for the base, the top and the cylinder diameter. As the dispersion of diameters increases from 5% to 10% and 20% around the nominal diameters, reflectivity is significantly reduced and all the spectral features become broader, giving the correct trend, approaching the experimental observations. Finally, in order to estimate the amount of the EM energy absorbed by the SiNWs, we calculate the absorption spectrum including variability for the same structure for which reflectivity was calculated (ATA: variability SiNW diameter ±20%). Following [69] , we consider a lossless substrate with the same real part as Si and zero imaginary part. The result of both calculations is shown in figure 8 , from which we can deduce that the effect of light absorption occurs mainly inside the SiNW, while for the parts of the spectrum where large differences occur (wavelengths between ∼550 and 650 nm), these can be attributed to absorption in the substrate. This estimation is important for the possible application of SiNWs in photovoltaics.
Conclusions
A top-down approach for the fabrication of aligned, perpendicular to the substrate, high AR SiNWs with controlled order and variability was presented. Both e-beam lithography (for perfect order) and the cost effective process of colloidal particle self-assembly (for quasi-order) were used followed by cryogenic Si plasma etching. Our fabrication process offers full versatility in wire diameter, height and period showing high anisotropy and high etch rate (∼3 μm min −1 ), as well as clean, smooth and controllable sidewall profile. Sub-200 nm diameter SiNWs were fabricated with high AR up to 37:1. These nanowires show extremely low total reflectance below 2% in a wide range of the optical spectrum. By comparing reflectance of e-beam and colloidal lithography obtained SiNWs, we experimentally demonstrated that lattice defects, dimensional variability, and positional randomization strongly decrease the reflectance of SiNWs. The LMS method was employed to study the optical response of SiNWs and diameter variability described within the ATA. It is shown that even small (10-20%) dimensional variability mainly of the NW diameters has a key role in the dramatic decrease of the reflectance and increase of the light trapping, matching the experimentally measured reflectance values even for the perfectly ordered SiNW array. We concluded that high AR plasma etching processes, significantly reduce reflectance due to induced dimensional variability as evidenced by SEM metrology analysis. Finally, we predict theoretically that light absorption occurs mainly inside the SiNWs, which is important for their use in photovoltaic devices, a part of our ongoing work. In addition the clean and smooth cryogenic plasma etching may contribute to better electrical properties in terms of lower surface recombination, surface passivation and overall performance. 
